
Abstract
�e MiMiGIS (“Middlebury Minimal GIS”) plugin for QGIS deliv-
ers a set of easy-to-grasp tools that align with fundamental human ge-
ography concepts, designed for students in Middlebury’s introducto-
ry GIS course. �e goal of such a “Minimal GIS” concept is, as 
Marsh, Golledge and Battersby (2007) propose, to focus on develop-
ment of spatial thinking and comprehension of geographic concepts 
while lessening the impediment of complicated and sometimes 
non-intuitive tools. �is plugin includes two Processing algorithms, 
Group By and Direction and Distance. Group By groups features in 
a layer by values in one or more �elds (“group �elds”) and calculates 
summary statistics for any number of �elds (“summary �elds”), with 
an additional option to dissolve geometries based on the group �elds. 
At this point, no other dissolve tool in QGIS simultaneously allows 
the choice of multiple group �elds and multiple summary �elds 
within a user-friendly interface. Direction and Distance allows the 
user to calculate the distance and azimuth from an origin point to all 
features of an input layer. �is tool is particularly useful for teaching 
concepts of urban structure because it allows students to examine 
spatial relationships between the central business district of a city and 
the surrounding census tracts or block groups. �e plugin also installs 
a set of Mapbox Maki icons and National Park Service icons with 
customizable �ll color for modi�able SVG symbology. �e three 
aforementioned tools and resources were the ones we judged to be of 
most immediate need, but we plan to expand the plugin’s functional-
ity over time.

Background
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are notoriously complicated 
for novice students to learn. Students are simultaneously tasked with 
learning an array of fundamental concepts for spatial thinking while 
also learning a very complex and �nicky software environment for 
implementing those concepts. Marsh, Gollege and Battersby (2007) 
argued for development of a “Minimal GIS” designed to support de-
velopment of spatial thinking. Essentially, the complexity of desktop 
GIS software creates cognitive barriers to development of fundamen-
tal concepts required for spatial thinking, rather than supporting the 
process. Marsh et al. envision a GIS that designs algorithms to match 
fundamental spatial thinking concepts in a framework that begins 
with the most primitive concepts (e.g. location and location-based 
nominal, categorical, or quantitative attributes) and gradually pro-
gresses to more advanced concepts (e.g. proximity, bu�ers, scale, spa-
tial interpolation). Intentional sequencing of concepts can reduce the 
cognitive load associated with problem-based learning in GIS curric-
ula (Howarth and Sinton 2011).

Since the fall of 2018, the introductory GIS course at Middlebury 
College has been taught using the preeminent open source desktop 
GIS: QGIS. Like other desktop GIS platforms, there are some inter-
nal semantic and logical inconsistencies and de�ciencies in its devel-
opment that both make it more di�cult than necessary to learn and 
make it more cumbersome than necessary to implement some funda-
mental spatial thinking concepts. At the same time, the open source 
characteristics of QGIS make it relatively easy to contribute to its 
future development, including creation and modi�cation of plugins. 
Teaching an introductory GIS course with QGIS has therefore creat-
ed both the demand and opportunity to modify GIS software itself to 
make it more amendable to teaching spatial thinking concepts for 
studies of human geography (Holler 2019). 

�e Plugin
During the 2021 Winter Term at Middlebury College, we worked to 
develop MiMiGIS (”Middlebury Minimal GIS”), a plugin for facilitat-
ing introductory GIS instruction. To begin with, the plugin implements 
three improvements to the QGIS environment:

1. An expanded set of cartography icons drawing on Mapbox’s Maki 
icons and the National Park Service.

2. A “Group By” algorithm for grouping all features by one or more at-
tributes while calculating summary statistics for any number of numeri-
cal attributes. �is algorithm is similar to the dissolve algorithm o�ered 
by other GIS software (e.g. ArcGIS), but developed and explained in a 
manner that is di�cult for students to understand (Holler 2021). �e 
algorithm is necessary for understanding nested spatial hierarchies of ag-
gregate data, or geographic levels of organization similar to the concept 
of spatial scale. Unfortunately, none of the grouping or dissolving algo-
rithms in QGIS allowed for both multiple grouping attributes and mul-
tiple summary attributes. (�e Aggregate tool added to the Processing 
Toolbox with QGIS version 3.16 does include these functionalities, but 
the interface is non-intuitive and confusing for novice GIS users.)

3. A “Direction and Distance” algorithm for calculating the distance 
and azimuth to all of features of an input layer from a single origin 
point, allowing the course to teach principles of proximity, direction, 
and spatial pattern fundamental to understanding the structures of 
cities in relation to their central business districts.

MiMiGIS is now available as an experimental plugin from the o�cial 
QGIS Plugins Repository, and is being used in the Spring 2021 Human 
Geography with GIS course at Middlebury College. We plan to expand 
the plugin’s functionality with new tools and features over time to suit 
the needs of students in this introductory course. �e MiMiGIS 
GitHub repository with documentation and a download link can be 
found at https://github.com/GIS4DEV/MiMiGIS. 

Group By Algorithm
Groups features with common values in the group �eld(s). Optionally, 
dissolves geometries and calculates summary statistics for numeric 
�elds. All outputs have a "featCount" �eld with the number of features 
in each group.

Example: Grouping parcels in Central Falls, RI, by zone (NE, NW, SE, or 
SW) and calculating feature count and average for number of bedrooms 
and total value.

  Example Input                        Example Output  

Algorithm Parameters:

Direction and Distance Algorithm
Calculates the distance (in meters) and direction (in degrees) from 
an origin to a set of input features. Distance calculation is 
ellipsoidal, using the WGS 1984 geographic coordinate system 
(EPSG:4326). Direction calculation uses the World Mercator 
projected coordinate system (EPSG:3395).

Example: Calculating direction and distance from Chicago's central 
business district to each of the city's census tracts.

   Example Direction Result           Example Distance Result 

Example Input Attribute Table     Example Output Attribute Table

Algorithm Parameters:
Maki/National Park Service Icons
MiMiGIS.zip contains folders with the Maki and National Park Service 
(NPS) icons. �e plugin automatically adds the paths to these directo-
ries to the list of SVG paths in the user’s QGIS preferences. �e Maki 
icons were downloaded from Mapbox, and the NPS icons were down-
loaded from NPS. Both sets of icons were then edited by Joseph Holler 
to allow for color customization in QGIS.

Maki Icons (Sampling)

NPS Icons
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Visit the MiMiGIS GitHub repository at 
https://github.com/GIS4DEV/MiMiGIS for documentation 
and a download link.
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